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 SHERRY

A ll true Sherry is made in the Jerez region of Spain (in fact, “Sherry” is an Anglo mangling 
of the word “Jerez”). Palomino accounts for over 90% of Jerez plantings. The relatively neutral 
Palomino grape acts as a blank canvas for the creation of fabulously complex Sherries (in much 
the same way Ugni Blanc is used in Cognac). Pedro Ximénez is the other important grape in the 
Jerez region, especially when it comes to the production of sweeter Sherries. Naturally high in 
sugar content, these grapes are often left to dry in the sun on straw mats to further concentrate 
their sugar levels, resulting in dark, intense, sweet wines.

T he real Sherry magic happens by way of the solera system – an innovative method of frac-
tional blending in which younger wine is blended with older wine to ensure a consistent product 
from year to year. The younger wine serves to refresh and awaken the older wine, while the older 
wine enhances the depth and quality of the younger wine. Thus, with the exception of a handful 
of single barrels pulled from the solera, there really is no “vintage Sherry”: any date appearing on 
the bottle generally refers to the first year of the oldest barrel in a given solera.

F lor is a protective layer of naturally occurring yeast that grows – under the right circumstanc-
es – in barrels after fortification. Its presence or absence determines the style of a given Sherry. 
When it does grow, it protects the wine from oxidation while feasting on the available glycerin, 
and the resulting Sherries are dry and very pale in color: these are called Finos or Manzanillas. 
Sometimes the layer of flor forms early on, but then falls into the wine and disintegrates – these 
Sherries thus become more full-bodied and slightly oxidized: these are called Amontillados). 
When no flor grows at all, the Sherries become very dark and highly oxidized: these are the be-
loved Olorosos. The development of flor is based on a number of climatic factors (temperature, 
humidity, etc), but is most easily controlled by the degree of fortification. Yeasts can only grow 
in solutions that contain up to about 16% alcohol – a higher percentage inhibits their ability to 
develop.
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Sherries are fortified wines, meaning that alcohol is added to the wine prior to its introduction 
into the solera. They are fortified with a mixture of high-strength alcohol and earlier vintages 
of wine; the exact recipe varies from producer to producer. When the desired style calls for the 
presence of flor, the wines are only fortified up to about 15%. When the producer wants to make 
a sweeter or more oxidized style (i.e., no flor), the wine will be fortified up to 18%. 

F ino Sherries are the driest and most delicate of the lot. Here, the flor is at its thickest and 
most protective. “Manzanilla” refers to a Fino Sherry that comes from the seaside town of Sanlú-
car de Barrameda. The proximity of the sea causes the flor to grow even thicker here, resulting in 
a very dry Sherry; it also tends to show a distinctive briny note. Both styles are light and refresh-
ing, spending an average of only three to five years in the solera. They should be consumed while 
young, within a year of their release. These Sherries are fantastic as apéritifs, and they pair par-
ticularly well with almonds, olives, oysters, or any other light (and preferably salty) pre-dinner 
fare. They are best served well chilled in the small glasses known as copitas. After opening these 
Sherries, you can keep them, refrigerated, for up to two weeks.

T hese Sherries begin life as Finos but lose their flor at some point along the way (usually 
around the seven-year mark in the solera). As they are exposed to oxygen, Amontillados develop 
intense, nutty aromas and become richer in texture. They are almost always dry, though many of 
them show a caramelized note that may be perceived as sweetness. These Sherries can last a bit 
longer after opening – two to three weeks – but they should still be consumed relatively young, 
and served cool, not cold (ideally, 55 to 60 degrees Fahrenheit). Amontillados also fall into the 
category of apéritifs, and, though they are a bit heartier than the Finos, they pair just as well with 
before-dinner snacks: a platter of Manchego cheese, roasted nuts, and cured meats would be 
perfect.

T his style of Sherry is dark, rich, full-bodied, and complex, a stark contrast to, say, a Fino 
Sherry. Olorosos mature in cask for up to 25 years with no flor whatsoever, and are thus directly 
exposed to oxygen over a long period of time. This oxidation gives Oloroso its dark color and 
powerful aroma, and makes it the perfect accompaniment to hearty stews or meat dishes (it also 
works well on its own as a digestif ). Olorosos are generally dry unless otherwise specified (as in 
the case of “sweet Olorosos,” to which small quantities of Pedro Ximénez wine have been added 
– see also Cream Sherry, below). Olorosos should be served at room temperature, and they can 
last for a few months after opening (longer if refrigerated).
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A lso known as PX, this dessert-style wine is made entirely from the highly sugary Pedro 
Ximénez grape. Many of the best examples come from the region of Montilla, and are thus not 
technically classified as Sherries. PX’s are intensely sweet, almost syrupy, and are ideal drizzled 
over vanilla ice cream (or over your waffles, if you like a little fortified wine in the morning). 
PX is the right Sherry for anyone with a serious sweet tooth. 

C ream Sherry is a rich, dessert-style Sherry made by adding sweet Pedro Ximénez wine to 
Oloroso prior to bottling. The resultant Sherry is smooth and sweet, decidedly not creamy, and 
possessed of all the acidity it needs to remain well balanced. These Sherries are a good alternative 
to straight Pedro Ximénez if you’re craving something sweet (but not that sweet).
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